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Angular correlations in breakup of three-body halo nuclei
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We use the three-body model and the sudden approximation to compute angular correlations in high-energy
fragmentation reactions of two-neutron halos on light targets. The contribution from one-neutron absorption by
far dominates over that of neutron scattering. We use6He (n1n1a) and 11Li ( n1n19Li) as examples and
study the dependence of the predictions of this model on different physical assumptions and parameters.
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The
Introduction.A new class of nuclear states, called halo
was discovered about ten years ago@1#. Halos are spatially
extended states with small one or two-nucleon separa
energies and low orbital angular momenta. The systems
be understood essentially as few-body systems where we
separate the coordinates into tightly bound intrinsic~core!
and loosely bound external~halo! degrees of freedom. Th
characteristic properties, unusual in the nuclear context,
related to the few halo degrees of freedom while the core
be assumed to be inert. Prominent examples are the
neutron halos consisting of two neutrons and a core.
properties of halo systems have been remarkably well
scribed by three-body models@1–5#. The lesson is clearly
that properties related to the halo degrees of freedom~the
core remains intact! can be deduced from three-body mode

However, the recently measured neutron angular corr
tions in fragmentation reactions of Borromean two-neut
halos are apparently sensitive to both the reaction me
nism and the halo structure@6#. A satisfactory description is
not available. Other previously measured neutron momen
distributions in high-energy breakup reactions have been
produced in a three-body model where the sudden appr
mation and the final state interactions are decisive ingr
ents@3,4#. Recently this model was extended to include bo
absorption and diffraction of the halo particles on the tar
and, in addition, the absolute two-neutron removal cross
tions were successfully calculated@5#. The purpose of this
Rapid Communication is to analyze the recently measu
neutron angular correlations within this new model. We sh
study the dependence on various physical parameters, c
pare to available data, see how far the model can go, pos
suggest new reaction mechanisms, and predict yet un
served neutron correlations.

Model and method.The spatially extended three-bod
halo collides with a relatively small target at high energ
Then the probability that more than one of the constitue
interacts strongly with the target is very small. The differe
tial cross sectionds is then to a good approximation a su
of three termsds ( i ) each describing the independent cont
bution to the process from the interaction between the ta
and the halo particlei . This is the assumptions used in th
classical formulation for a weakly bound projectile@7#. We
PRC 580556-2813/98/58~5!/2654~5!/$15.00
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neglect the binding energy of the initial three-body bou
state compared to the high energy of the beam. The reac
is then described as three particles independently interac
with the target as if each particle was free.

The process is described as removal of one particle~par-
ticipant! while the other two particles~spectators! both sur-
vive undisturbed. The participant is either absorbed or e
tically scattered by the target. The final state then consist
two independent subsystems, i.e., the two spectators and
target plus participant. The final state interaction betwe
spectators is necessarily the same as in the initial three-b
bound state which is described in agreement with availa
experimental information@3,4#. Since we only need to ac
count for details of the scattered particle we employ a p
nomenological optical potential where all other processes
included as absorption from the elastic channel@8#.

The coordinates,r jk , R, and R8, used to describe the
reaction are sketched in Fig. 1. We denote the conjug
momenta by the correspondingp and use primes for the fina
states. We neglect the Coulomb interaction and assume
the target has zero spin. With the assumptions of two in
pendent subsystems in the final state, we must find both e
tic and absorption halo-target differential cross sections
products@5# of participant-target~elastic or absorption! cross
sections, and the averaged spectator overlap matrix elem
@3#, i.e.,

FIG. 1. Sketch of the reaction and the coordinates used.
target is labeled by 0, and$ i , j ,k% label the particles within the
three-body projectile.
R2654 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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whered3sel
(0i )(p0i→p0i8 )/dp0i8 is the participant-target differ

ential elastic cross section,sabs
(0i ) is the participant-target ab

sorption cross section,S i andS i8 are spin projections of halo
particle i before and after the reaction,sjk and S jk5S j
1Sk are total spin and projection of the halo particlesj and
k, MsjkS jk ,S i

JM is the overlap matrix element between initi

and final states of the spectator wave functions@3#, andJ and
M are total angular momentum and projection on the be
direction of the initial halo wave function.

In the experiment the core and a neutron are detecte
coincidence with velocities approximately equal to the be
velocity. Thus in agreement with the participant-spectat
approximation one neutron reacts with the target without
stroying or significantly affecting the motion of the core a
the other neutron. The finite extension of the projectile a
the target therefore requires that only configurations wh
the participant is sufficiently far away from the spectato
can contribute to the reaction. We account for this by om
ting those geometric configurations in the initial wave fun
tion where the participant (n) is closer to the two spectator
~n and c! than cut off distancesr nn and r nc , which are
treated as parameters. This shadowing effect substant
reduces the absolute values of the cross sections@5,9#.

Observable and parameters.Recently a new observabl
was measured after fragmentation of a two-neutron h
nucleus on a carbon target. The projectile interacts with
target and the angular distribution of the relative moment
of the detected neutron-core system is measured in a co
nate system with thez axis along its center of mass mome
tum @6#. This process has a contribution of about 70% fro
absorption of the participant neutron@10#. The remaining
about 30% arises from elastic scattering of the particip
neutron, which leaves two neutrons in the final state. Sub
quently the equal contributions ('15%) from the spectato
neutron~absorption-like distribution! or the participant neu-
tron are measured. The contribution from the interaction
the core with the target is expected to be negligibly small@5#.

We shall first concentrate on the'85% of the absorption-
like distribution. Then the relative momentum ispjk8 and the
center-of-mass momentum is the conjugate final state
mentumpi , jk8 of the coordinater i , jk , see Fig. 1. The angula
correlation is then computed from Eq.~2! by integration over
all momentum coordinates except the angleu between these
pjk8 andpi , jk8 .

We consider the nuclei6He (n1n1a) and 11Li ( n1n
1 9Li) with the wave function obtained by solving the Fa
deev equations in coordinate space@3# with the potentials
from @11#. The resulting three-body wave functions ha
m
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88% of p2 configurations and 12% of the neutron-cores2

configurations for6He, and 20% ofp2 and 80% ofs2 for
11Li. The binding energies and the root mean square radii
~0.95 MeV, 2.45 fm! and ~0.305 MeV, 3.34 fm!, respec-
tively. For the neutron-target interactions we use nonrela
istic optical potentials @8# with the phenomenologica
neutron-12C parametrization EDAI-C12@10# valid for a
range of neutron energies from 29 to 1040 MeV. We inclu
35 partial waves in the calculations.

The binding energies and sizes of the initial states and
experimental neutron and core momentum distributions
essentially reproduced with these parameters@3,4#. Further-
more, shadowing parameters of 3 to 4 fm maintain or ev
improve the agreement of these results for6He, and, in ad-
dition, the available absolute two-neutron removal cross s
tion is reproduced@5#.

Partial wave division.The initial three-body wave func
tion contains in our examples boths2 and p2 relative
neutron-core configurations. Removal of one neutron lea
the remaining neutron-core system~spectators! in a mixture
of s and p waves, which after the absolute square and s
sequent integration allow diagonals andp terms as well as
an sp-interference term. The shapes of the resulting th
angular distributions differ substantially and the weightin
which of course is predicted by our model, is decisive. Ho
ever, the experimentally preferred reaction mechanism m
turn out to be different. To gain insight we show in Fig. 2 t
contributions from these different partial waves.

The s waves are angle independent and insignificant
6He and dominating for11Li. The p waves vary symmetri-
cally with angle and the asymmetricsp-interference terms
change sign for cosu50 and would therefore not contribut

FIG. 2. The absorption contribution, computed in the projec
center of mass, from the spectator-neutron ('70%) to the neutron-
core ~spectators! angular correlation after fragmentation of6He
~left! and11Li ~right! on 12C, at 240 MeV/nucleon. The shadowin
parameters are 3 fm for6He and 4 fm for11Li, and equal:r nn

5r na . We show the contributions from the neutron-core~specta-
tors! relative s and p waves, theirsp interference, and the thre
different projections on the5He or 10Li center-of-mass momentum
which is very close to the beam direction. To obtain the contrib
tions from the individual projections we assumed zero core spin
9Li ( sc50) for 11Li. The total result forsc53/2 is also shown
~right!. The curves are shown with the relative normalization o
tained from the initial wave function.
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to the total cross section obtained by integration over
angleu. Thus the angular correlation for6He is essentially
determined by the contributions from thep wave and it is
therefore symmetric. For11Li the angular variation is essen
tially due to thesp interference and therefore very asymm
ric.

We also show in Fig. 2 the contributions arising fro
three different angular momentum projections along
neutron-core ~spectators! center-of-mass momentum. Fo
simplicity we assumed zero9Li-core spin (sc50) in these
computations. The difference between results forsc50 and
sc53/2 is visible but not substantial. The asymmetry is
both nuclei, again due to thesp interference appearing onl
for ml50, which contains part of thep-wave and all the
s-wave contributions. These terms withml50 exhibit a
strong angular variation. The terms withml561, arising
entirely from p waves, are symmetric due to the lack ofsp
interference and vary relatively little with angle.

Effects of shadowing.We compare in Fig. 3 the measure
angular distribution with computations for various shado
ing parameters. The first impression is that the computed
measured distributions are quite different. Both the asym
try and the variation with angle are much larger for the co
puted curves.

Shadowing is simply removal of unwanted geomet
configurations in the initial wave function. We first only re
move the part of the three-body wave function within
sphere around the core~long-dashed curves!, which implies
predominant removal of the relative neutron-core~specta-
tors! s states. We obtain an essentially unchanged distr
tion for 6He, since thes wave only contributes marginally
('12%) and all thep waves are reduced by the sam
amount. The result is a reduction factor independent
angle. For 11Li this shadowing is more visible, since th
predominant removal of the dominatings states now produce
a morep-like structure, i.e., more symmetric but still varyin
with angle.

If we instead only remove a sphere around the specta
neutron~dot-dashed curves! we predominantly remove rela

FIG. 3. The total absorption distribution for the same reactio
as in Fig. 2. The results for different shadowing parameters
compared with the available measured distributions@6#. For com-
parison calculations without shadowing and without final state
teractions are shown. All calculated curves are normalized to
same value.
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tive neutron-neutrons states, which must be transformed
the neutron-core Jacobi coordinate system for the specta
For 6He the removed wave function mostly consists of re
tive neutron-neutrons waves with one node~hyperspherical
quantum numberK52!. The transformed wave function
then has a smaller relative content of the dominatingp waves
and thep andsp contributions decrease relatively compar
to thes-wave contribution with a smaller asymmetry as t
consequence. For11Li both the removed and transforme
wave function are mostlys waves without node (K50). The
reduction of the dominatings-wave contribution then pro-
duces a more symmetricp-like angular distribution.

The final state interaction is essential to reproduce
observed narrow neutron momentum distribution@3#. For the
angular correlation the effect is significant but still substa
tially smaller than the difference to the measured distrib
tion. The final state interaction preserves the total angu
integrated contribution from each partial wave. The con
bution from the neutron-core~spectators! relatives wave is
angle independent. However, including the final state in
action and combining with thep-wave contributions the
asymmetry for6He or 11Li increase or decrease, respective

Dependence on spectator excitation energy.We have as-
sumed that the reaction is dominated by one-neutron abs
tion while the remaining neutron-core~spectators! system is
undisturbed. The argument is that this high-energy proc
must be very fast compared to the time scale of the intrin
motion of the halo particles. The reaction has occurred
fore the remaining halo particles can change their rela
motion and, for example, select an excited state which, in
present cases, must be two-body resonances or virtual st
This is the sudden approximation used so successfully
many other observables@3,4,11#. In this picture all con-
tinuum states are populated with the probability of occ
rence in the initial wave function. However, it is conceivab
that a different continuum population arises in these re
tions and, in particular, when the beam energy is subs
tially reduced below the values in the present experimen

To investigate the sensitivity of the angular correlation
the continuum population we show in Fig. 4 the results wh
only a state with a given relative neutron-core~spectators!

s
re

-
e

FIG. 4. The total absorption distribution for the parameters a
reactions in Fig. 2. The results are given for various relat
neutron-core ~spectators! excitation energies Ena and Enc

5pnc82/2m. All calculated curves are normalized to the same val
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excitation energy is populated in the final state. This ene
is varied from zero and across the energies of the low
resonances@11#. We find for 6He that all the distributions
vary too much with angle. The lowest energy of 0.2 Me
exhibits a large asymmetry indicating a relatively large a
mixture of s waves still far from the measured distributio
The higher energies all produce similar distributions ev
when the energy matches thep resonance at 0.77 MeV. Th
continuum two-body states are essentiallyp waves due to the
low-lying resonance and the distributions in fact resem
the p-wave distribution from Fig. 2. Thus, no weighted a
erage of these continuum states can reproduce the mea
distribution.

For 11Li the low-lying virtual s states influence the angu
lar distribution. We find a rather flat and asymmetric dist
bution at low energy, where thes waves dominate com
pletely. As the excitation energy increases thep waves
contribute more and more. This produces an increased as
metry due to the interference term and at higher energies
p-wave contribution is clearly pulling the distribution to
wards symmetry.

Contribution from the participant-neutron.If the
participant-neutron is scattered by the target instead of b
absorbed it may still be detected and contributes then a
15% to the measured cross section. The estimate ass
that this neutron arrives within the forward angle where
detection takes place. This relatively small contribution is
technical reasons only estimated approximately. We first
proximate the motion of the center of mass of the neut
core~participant-spectator! after the reaction to be in the d
rection of the beam. Then the participant-neutron a
spectator-core relative momentum is approximated, as fo
infinitely heavy core, by the momentum of this participan
neutron relative to the projectile center of mass. The hea
the core and the higher the beam energy the better the
proximations. Finally we obtain the contribution from E
~1! by integration over all momenta except the angle betw
these two momenta. The result is shown in Fig. 5.

The contribution from the participant-neutron is almo
symmetric and peaked at cosu50, see the inset of Fig. 5
This behavior is in striking contrast to the contribution fro
the spectator-neutron which has a minimum at cosu50 for
6He and is rather flat for11Li. The peak corresponds to
preferred direction perpendicular to the beam direction
obtained for forward scattering of a neutron on a target
pressed in the rest system of the neutron. Such a distribu
is broadened by the intrinsic motion of the scatter
participant-neutron with respect to the center of mass of
two spectator particles. Thus, the higher the beam energy
the smaller the halo binding energy, the narrower the dis
bution.

For 6He the contribution from the participant-neutro
only changed the total distribution very little, see Fig. 5. F
11Li a peak appears due to the rapid angular variation of
contribution from the scattered participant neutron compa
to the almost constant background from the dominatins
waves, see Fig. 5. Before making a direct comparison w
measurements it is worth keeping in mind that this resul
obtained first as a crude estimate and furthermore with
participant-neutron contributions included independent
possible additional experimental selection.
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Conclusion.We computed the recently measured angu
correlation for breakup reactions of halo nuclei6He and11Li,
i.e., the halo nucleus interacts at high energy with
target and the angular distribution of the relative moment
of the detected5He and 10Li neutron-core system is mea
sured in a coordinate system with thez axis along the center
of-mass momentum. We used a model which successf
describes essentially all other three-body observables
such systems.

We investigated the contributions from different part
waves of the relative motion of the detected neutron-c
system and found constant, symmetric, and asymmetric
tributions arising respectively from diagonals, diagonalp,
andsp-interference terms. The zero angular momentum p
jection on the direction of the5He and10Li momenta pro-
duces by far the largest variation with angle.

Exciting continuum neutron-core states of a given ene
in the reaction with the subsequent decay of these st
might be a possible reaction mechanism which howeve
not supported by the present analysis. The energy is too
to allow time to select specifically for example the two-bo
resonance states and agreement with the available da
furthermore not improved.

Two processes are possible, i.e., absorption or scatte
of one neutron~participant! while the other neutron and th
core~spectators! continue undisturbed. The detected neutro
core system may consist of either participant or specta
neutron and the resulting angular distributions are qual
tively different. The process where the participant-neutron
detected contributes by less than the 15% predicted by
optical model, since only a narrow cone around the be
direction is selected in the experiment.

FIG. 5. The angular distribution for the parameters and reacti
in Fig. 3. The insets show the two contributions from the scatter
process with two neutrons and a core in the final state. Each of t
contributions amounts to about 15%, i.e., when the particip
~dashed! and the spectator-neutron~solid!, respectively, are mea
sured. The solid curves in the external parts give the total contr
tions when the approximately 15% from the participant neutron
completely neglected; i.e., we show the sum of the solid cu
('15%) from the insets and the total contribution ('70%) from
Fig. 2. The dashed curves in the external parts show the sum o
solid curves ('85%) and the dashed curves ('15%) from the
inset.
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The correlations for6He and11Li are qualitatively differ-
ent, and the computed distribution varies too strongly co
pared to the data for6He. Provided the experimental corre
lation is correct this indicates that a subtle react
mechanism is at work. From the present investigation
can be either a missing constant background, for exam
due to suppression ofp waves, or a preferred selection o
u

.
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et
-

is
le,

s-waves or a relative suppression of zero angular momen
projections.
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